
AN ANALYSIS OF ERNEST THOMPSONS PLAY ON GOLDEN POND

Best known for writing the play On Golden Pond (), Ernest Thompson has come to be known as playwright, actor,
screen writer, director, producer, mentor, .

Only two years older than Chelsea, he has been harboring feelings for her since their youth. Norman goes to
take a shower, and Charlie stops by to deliver the mail and see Chelsea. Norman senses in this
thirteen-year-old boy, of all people, a kindred spirit. On the other, he may be trying to do a better job of being
a father to Chelsea through Billy. There are hints that Norman is having problems with his memory. They
counterbalance each other and create stability. How does this affect the actors' expressions and, in turn, the
audience's experience? Setting the play in a place that is so familiar and comfortable for Norman and Ethel
communicates a sense of who they are and what their history is. If, on occasion, the film provides enough
Hollywood-style syrup to fill up Golden Pond, it also has its moments, as the play does, of insight, wisdom,
and genuine feeling. The reconciliation scene is a bit awkward, but then so are the characters. Only five
months later, it went to Broadway's New Apollo Theatre. For Julie Andrews, the broadcast marked her first
instance of singing publicly, albeit only a few notes, since throat surgery in had hampered her singing voice.
There are a number of scenes or sequences, to use the language of film in the movie version of On Golden
Pond that exploit the visual opportunities of the medium, such as when young Billy Ray, in a purely visual
scene, goes out on his own and joyfully drives the Thayers's boat in large circles and figure eights all over the
lake; or the action sequence that takes place in Purgatory Cove, which was created especially for the movie; or
Chelsea's backflip from the diving board near the end, which adds a visual dimension, not present in the play,
to her reconciliation with her father. When Charlie first visits, she is delighted to see him and wants him to
stay and have coffee, so they can talk about the other people on the lake and recall old memories. Hepburn
starred in the Broadway production. What makes you cringe? Patients and families are encouraged to seek
support as doctors monitor the disease's progression. Act 2[ edit ] August Norman and Billy Jr. He is caught
off-guard, but agrees that they can try. When he walked away from the house, nothing looked familiar. Write a
review of the movie focusing on the fact that it is a stage adaptation. The combination of the real awareness of
mortality, contact with Billy, and reconciliation with his daughter creates in him a renewed desire for life,
which he expresses with his familiar ironic reserve. Thompson also presents Norman as someone who had a
difficult relationship with his daughter when she was growing up. As she looks over her knickknacks and
sings and dances alone, Chelsea enters. Thompson in the s to write a play with so much affection in it!
Although the audience can assume that Chelsea's memories are colored by her emotional pain, the audience
can also suppose that the younger Norman was probably at least as insensitive and sarcastic as the older
Norman is. While the disease is still not reversible, the constantly improving medications make it possible to
slow down the mental degeneration. Clearly, she is still angry as evidenced by her tirade in front of her mother
, but she has come to the end of that part of her life when she can justify her anger with blame. In the play,
much of the dialogue in the first scene conveys memories and reminiscencesâ€”Charlie as a boy; Elmer, the
doll that Ethel has had since she was fourâ€”that express how long the Thayers have been together and how
much of their lives is in the past. You know how looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on
can help you get unstuck? She has been kept at a distance by her disappointed father, whose only topic of
conversation with her has always been baseball, as if he were ignoring the fact that she is not male. Chelsea
struggles to express herself to her father in a way that will enable him to see her point of view, but he is
emotionally detached, as he always has been. Readers and audiences have the comfort of knowing that
whatever happens to Norman, he will be cared for by his loving and devoted wife. Jones, who often was ill
during the run, eventually was diagnosed with pneumonia , forcing the production to a sudden close. Many
women still feel comfortable choosing not to become mothers, though more women now decide to become
mothers later in life.


